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Introduction
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Engineering gene inheritance

Many diseases can be tackled by developing strategies to 
alter gene inheritance.

e.g) Anti-malarial drug resistance is of enormous public 
health importance. 

Strategy #1. Develop new drugs against the evolving 
resistance strains

Strategy #2. Alter the resistance genes and block their 
inheritance.
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Mendelian inheritance

Aa aa

Aa aa

50% 50%
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Super-Mendelian inheritance

Aa aa

Aa aa

0% 100%

Gene drives are genetic systems that greatly increase the odds that a 
particular allele will be passed on to offspring
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How gene drive works

Austin Burt and Vassiliki Koufopanou (2004)

mRNA
protein
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CRISPR/Cas9

A powerful tool that made the idea of engineered gene 
drives feasible.

CRISPR is a genetic element that stores DNA from invading 
viruses.

Cas9 are enzymes that cut the foreign DNA at specific 
locations.
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CRISPR/Cas9 mechanism

https://international.neb.com/tools-and-resources/feature-articles/crispr-cas9-and-targeted-genome-editing-a-
new-era-in-molecular-biology
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Applications of CRISPR/Cas9

https://international.neb.com/tools-and-resources/feature-articles/crispr-cas9-and-targeted-genome-editing-a-
new-era-in-molecular-biology
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Cas-9 based gene drive

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene_drive
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Experimental demonstration

Gantz et al. Science, vol 348 issue 6233 (2015)
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Proof-of-principle studies

Successful drive conversion were conducted in yeast, flies, 
and mosquitoes.

Highly variable conversion efficiencies – yeast: ~100%, flies: 
19-62%, mosquitoes: 87-99%

Recently, successful drive conversion achieved in mice.
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Rapid fixation of mutant allele

Introducing a novel gene into a 
population and having it spread 
to high frequency holds great 
promise for biological control (e.g. 
malaria).

Unckless et al. Genetics, Vol. 201, 425-431 (2015)
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Potential use of gene drive

Population suppression: the drive induces a major genetic 
load

Population replacement: The expressed gene induces an 
intended phenotypic alteration, such as blocked 
transmission of a pathogen.

e.g) Elimination of malaria, dengue, yellow fever, West Nile, 
sleeping sickness, Lyme, and others
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Nature biotechnology, November 2018
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Risk of gene drive based on MCR

Despite their promise, gene drive can lead to unintended 
geographical spread.

Efforts to address such risk have been made.

- Church et al. (Nature biotechnology, 2015) proposed a 
molecular confinement strategy.

- Wu et al. (Nature biotechnology, 2017) proposed an 
overwriting strategy.
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Molecular confinement

Church et al. Nature biotechnology, vol 33 no 12 (2015)
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Overwriting (Reversal) “CATCHA”

Wu et al. Nature biotechnology 34(2): 137-138 (2016)
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Objectives

We propose a new strategy of chemical control whereby 
drug treatment induces a cleavage of the gene drive 
element. 
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Drug treatment

Cleavage of the gene 
drive element



Experimental	methods
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yellowgene

D. melanogaster.

The target gene = yellow.

Located on the X-chromosome and produces a yellow 
cuticle when knocked out. (X-linked recessive)

A. mutant, B. mosaic, C. wild type
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Controllable gene drive (CGD) construct

Vasa-Cas9 gRNA Vasa-Gene switch 2X UAS-
Rippase

HA1 HA2

Rippase recombination site (RRS) Rippase recombination site (RRS)

14629 bp
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Mechanism of drug action
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RU486 halts gene drive spread
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Breeding results
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Interpretation

RU486 acts on the embryo to convert  to yCGD+ to 
yCGD-.

Both yCGD+ and yCGD- are y- in phenotype, so % y-
frequency in F2 is altered.

Since yCGD- cannot spread, % y- frequency in F3 is 
reduced in the RU486 treated group.
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Cage population experiments

A. Open experiment

B. % full bodied y-
phenotype in F3 in open 
experiment repeated 
three times

C. Closed experiment with 
F1: wild type male x 
mutant female

D. Closed experiment with 
F1: mutant male x wild 
type female
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Modeling results
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Population genetics

p=wild	type
q=mutant	allele	frequency		

(p	+	q	=	1)

q(t+1)	=	(homozygote	q)	+	0.5(heterozygote	q)	+	(converted	
homozygote	q)

q(t+1)	=	q(t)D +	p(t)Eq(t)	+	eEp(t)Eq(t)
=	q(t)(q(t)	+	p(t)(1	+	e))

=	q(t)(1	+	eEp(t))
(e:	MCR	efficiency)
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Population genetics (2)

Sex-specific	equations	:
(qK:	mutant	male,	qM:	mutant	female)

In	females,	
qM(t+1)	=	qK(t) qM(t)	+	0.5(pK(t) qM(t)	+	qK(t) pM(t))(1	+	e)

In	males,
qK(t+1)	=	qM(t)

Since	y	gene	is	on	X-chromosome,
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Population genetics (3)

Drug	(RU486)	converts	yCGD+	to	yCGD-

q(t+1)	=	q(t)(q(t)(1	- dU)	+	p(t)(1	+	e))(1	- dD)
=	q(t)(1	+	p(t)(1	+	e)	- dUq(t))(1	- dD)

dU:	Drug	effect	before	fertilization	(in	the	germ	cells)
dD:	Drug	effect	after	fertilization	(in	the	embryo)
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Modeling fitting

Model fitting to population phenotype frequency data using 
NONMEM.
Since phenotype frequency ranges between 0 and 1, beta 
regression was used.

$ERROR 
;PHENO: y- phenotype frequency prediction
X1 = TAU
X2 = PHENO*TAU
X3 = (1 – PHENO)*TAU

COEFF = EXP(GAMLN(X1))/(EXP(GAMLN(X2))*EXP(GAMLN(X3)))
LOGY = (X2-1)*LOG(DV+1E-06) + (X3-1)*LOG(1-DV) + LOG(COEFF)
Y = -2*LOGY

$ESTIM COND -2LL LAPLACIAN 34



Beta regression method in NONMEM
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Estimation result
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Visual predictive check (1)
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Visual predictive check (2)
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Visual predictive check (3)
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Visual predictive check (4)
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Visual predictive check (5)
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Visual predictive check (6)
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Simulation	results
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Definition of “brake time”

The time (generations) required for yCGD+ allele 
frequency to drop below 5%.

Magnitude of drug effect: The percentage of yCGD+ 
allele that is converted to yCGD-
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Closed system.

Increasing RU486 effect 
leads to shorter brake 
time.

Open system with wild 
type immigration and 
mutant dilution.

Dilution rate between 5-
15% leads to failure of 
mutant extinction.
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Why?

p q r

Wild type yCGD+ yCGD-

e d

When there is no external input, the flow of p à
q à r stops once wild type is depleted.

At steady state, p = 0 and r = 1.
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Why? (2)

p q r

Wild type yCGD+ yCGD-

e d

When wild type is infused at a rate m, q and r are 
diluted at a rate n such that a dynamic 
equilibrium results that leads to coexistence of p, 
q, and r.

m

n n
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Comparison with CATCHA

CATCHA “overwrites” the gene drive element.

Just as yCGD+ converts wild type to yCGD+, CATCHA converts 
yCGD+ to CATCHA.

p q s

Wild type yCGD+ CATCHA

e em

n n
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Closed system.

Significantly faster brake 
time.

Open system with wild 
type immigration and 
mutant dilution.

Often leads to failure of 
gene drive reversal.
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Why?

p q r

Wild type yCGD+ yCGD-

e dm

n n

p q s

Wild type yCGD+ CATCHA

e em

n n

Not affected

Reduced due to 
dilution

CGD

CATCHA
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Higher dilution leads to 
extinction of CATCHA

RU486 effect is 
unaffected by dilution
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Equilibrium frequency of yCGD+
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Combining CGD with 
CATCHA leads to a 
synergistic effect
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Fitness cost

Wild type fitness = 1
Mutant fitness = 1 – s (s: fitness cost)

Heterozygote dominance (h):
A value ranging from 0 to 1 that dictates how close the 
heterozygotes are to the homozygote mutants.

i) h = 0 : Heterozygotes are phenotypically wild type
ii) h = 1: Heterozygotes are phenotypically mutant
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Equilibrium frequency of yCGD+
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Discussion
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Mechanism of CGD and its effect

RU486 converts a fixed fraction of yCGD+ to yCGD-. 

Analysis of individual crosses and model fitting 
showed that 9-15% of yCGD+ is converted to yCGD-
given 200 𝜇𝑀 of RU486 every generation.
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Wild type immigration and fitness cost

Wild type immigration, or fitness cost can result in a 
dynamic equilibrium whereby yCGD+ is not 
eradicated.
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p q r

Wild type yCGD+ yCGD-

e d

p q r

Wild type yCGD+ yCGD-

e dm

n n

No wild type 
immigration

Wild type 
immigration



CGD vs. CATCHA

CATCHA is a previously reported gene brake system 
that converts yCGD+ to itself.

Compared to CGD, it leads to a faster gene drive 
brake. This important property, however, has a 
downside.
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CGD vs. CATCHA (2)

The rate of yCGD+ elimination by RU486 is constant 
per allele.

The rate of yCGD+ to CATCHA conversion, however, is 
proportional to CATCHA allele frequency.

Hence, wild type immigration or fitness cost that 
reduces CATCHA also reduces yCGD+ to CATCHA 
conversion.
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CGD vs. CATCHA (3)

CATCHA is also an irreversible gene brake system.

Once CATCHA is released into the population, it preys 
on yCGD+ to self-propagate.

CGD, on the other hand, is a reversible system and 
enables the experimenter to fine-control the 
equilibrium yCGD+ allele frequency.
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Withdrawing RU486 
treatment stops yCGD+ 
decline.

CATCHA, on the other 
hand, continues to act 
until all yCGD+ is 
eradicated.
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Limitations

Only a single dose level (200 𝜇𝑀) used à dose-
response relationship remains elusive.

Practical aspects
1) Cost of RU486 associated with supplying the 

population with RU486
2) Treatment duration spanning several generations
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Conclusion

We developed a reversible method to control gene 
drive in a chemically responsive manner.

Mathematical modeling showed that both CGD and 
CATCHA are capable of controlling gene drive.

However, CGD can reversibly control gene drive and 
is more robust to wild type immigration or fitness 
costs.
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With the Love of God, Free Humankind from Disease and Suffering
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